Wednesday, September 26

9:30-11:00 am
1. Panel. Improving Criminal Justice Teaching Using Innovative Strategies and Student Feedback

Chair: Wyatt Brown
University of South Florida

A review of feedback obtained from practitioner/graduates of a Cohort-style, weekend based Masters in Criminal Justice Administration Program
Wyatt Brown, University of South Florida
Max Bromley, University of South Florida

Turning Textbook CSI Into Forensic Actuality: The NFA Collegiate Program at The University of Tennessee at Martin and the Tennessee Law Enforcement Innovation Center
Katherine Hart Tosh, University of Tennessee Martin

Up, Up, and Away: Using Superheroes to Teach Criminal Justice and Criminology
Michael Bush, Northern Kentucky University

Teaching Criminal Justice Theory in the Rural Classroom
Steven Hougland, Southwest Georgia Technical College

9:30-11:00 am
2. Panel. Restorative and Community Justice: Barriers, Perceptions, and Motivations

Chair: Ida Johnson
University of Alabama

Barriers to Police, Courts, and Community-Based Collaborative Interventions: A Southern Perspective
Martha Henderson Hurley, The Citadel

Women Parolees’ Perceptions of Parole Officers and Parole Services
Ida Johnson, University of Alabama

Evaluating Restorative Justice: The Motivation and Satisfaction with Family Group Conference Participants
Cherie Dawson-Edwards, University of Louisville

9:30-11:00 am
3. Panel. Citizen Cooperation and Civility to Reduce Crime in the Community

Chair: Bertus R. Ferreira
Murray State University

Partnerships among Local Police and Private Security
Bertus Ferreira, Murray State University

Targeting Community Blight Issues in Jackson, Tennessee
Donna Massey, University of Tennessee at Martin
Andrette Newsome, City of Jackson, Tennessee

Bless Her Heart: An Examination of Civility in the South
Catherine Jenks, University of West Georgia
L. Mike Johnson, University of West Georgia
Todd Matthews, University of West Georgia

11:00 am -12:15 pm
4. Panel. Crime and Deviance in Nontraditional Settings

Chair: Wilson Huang
Valdosta State University

A Cross-National Approach to the Explanation of Internet Crime and Technology
Wilson Huang, Valdosta State University

Characteristics of Successful Personal Ads in a BDSM Online Community
Andrew Denney, University of Louisville
Richard Tewksbury, University of Louisville
**An Examination of Deviance and Deviants in the Durable Medical Equipment (DME) Field: Characteristics, Consequences, and Responses to Fraud**
Christine Policastro, Georgia State University
Brian Payne, Georgia State University


Chair: Phillip Carlan
University of Southern Mississippi

Tackling Assessment at a University with Multiple Sites and Campuses
Jeffrey Lee, Troy University

Criminology and Criminal Justice Doctoral Programs: A Three-Year Update on the Transformation of a Male-Dominated Discipline
Phillip Carlan, University of Southern Mississippi

Assessing the Reliability and Validity of 2 Traditionally Used Measures of ‘Teaching Effectiveness’ for Faculty in a School of Criminology & Criminal Justice
Bruce Arneklev, Florida Atlantic University

Mentoring for Juvenile Justice Involved Youth: An Assessment of the Link between Mentoring Program Structure and Success Rates
J. Mitchell Miller, Univ. of Texas San Antonio
J.C. Barnes, University of Texas at Dallas
Holly Ventura Miller, Univ. of Texas San Antonio

**7. Panel: Issues in Incarceration and Reentry**

Chair: Beverly Crank, Georgia State University

The Incarceration Experience of White-Collar Offenders: A Comparative Analysis
Beverly Crank, Georgia State University
Brian Payne, Georgia State University

An Examination of the Abortion and Execution Debate: Is it Murder by Choice?
Etta Morgan and Onisha Gibson, Jackson State University

Protection against the problematic effects of incarceration for re-entering society: An examination of pre-incarceration protective factors
Marvin Krohn, University of Florida
Mauri Matsuda, University of Maryland
Molly Buchanan, University of Florida
Terence Thornberry, University of Colorado

Female Inmates and Sexual Assault in the News: Before P.R.E.A. and After
Danielle McDonald, Northern Kentucky Univ.
Alexis Miller, Northern Kentucky University

**6. Roundtable: Drug War Treatment v. Incarceration**

Chair: Arthur Jones
Keiser University

Dana Charette, Keiser University
Sherri Smith, Keiser University
Arthur Jones, Keiser University

**8. Roundtable: Trevon Martin and Florida’s Stand Your Ground Law**

Chair: Tara Wildes
Jacksonville Florida Sheriff’s Office

William Sheppard, Defense Attorney
Jimmy Holderfield, Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office
Dale Carson Jr., Dale Carson Law Office
Kenneth Boston, Dale Carson Law Office
Tara Wildes, Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office
Wednesday, September 26

12:30 -1:45 pm

Chair: Angela Wheaton
Eastern Kentucky University

An Examination of the Abortion and Execution Debate: Is it Murder by Choice?
Etta Morgan, Jackson State University

Confessions of a Death Qualified Professor: How I Spent My Summer Vacation Prosecuting a Capital Murder Trial
Andrew Fulkerson, Southeast Missouri State University

Cross-National Comparisons in Capital Punishment for Juveniles
Angela Wheaton, Eastern Kentucky University
Chuck Fields, Eastern Kentucky University
David May, Mississippi State University

Those Aggravating Aggravators: A Study of Thirty-Five Death Penalty Jurisdictions
Megan Helton, University of Louisville

12:30-1:45 pm

Chair: Bruce Arrigo
University of North Carolina Charlotte

Potential media influences on death penalty public opinion: A content analysis of newspaper reporting of families of murder victims
Corey Burton, University of South Carolina

What Makes Homicides Newsworthy? Examining Between-Year Differences in Newspaper Coverage
Laura Davie, University of North Florida

Becoming Badass: Demonstrations of the Ways of the Badass in AMC's Breaking Bad Television Series
Albert Kopak, Western Carolina University

The New People-making Revisited: “Culturalizing” Crime and Justice in the Digital Age of Informational Consumption
Bruce Arrigo, University of North Carolina Charlotte

12:30-1:45 pm

Chair: Dennis Bulen
Wright State University

Female Police Officer Recruitment: The Impact of Residency, Job Specialization, and Educational Reimbursement on Applicant Rating of the Job
Dennis Bulen, Wright State University

Police Officer Standard’s and Training Commissions in 2012: A Profile of POST Agency Operations, Legislative Mandates and Activities
Thomas Jurkanin, Middle Tennessee State University

Reserve Law Enforcement: A Preliminary Survey of the Utilization of Sworn Volunteers by American Sheriffs
Ross Wolf, University of Central Florida

2:00 -3:15 pm
12. Panel. Athletes and Criminal Activity

Chair: Jeff Lee
Troy University

Athletes as Crime Victims
Jacob Laan, Troy University

Criminal Jocks: An NFL Case Study
Jason Lee and Kristi Sweeny, University of North Florida

The Pedophile Coach: An Analysis of the Associate Molester
Tom Tiefenwerth, Miranda Ashworth, & Jeff Lee, Troy University
Wednesday, September 26

CPTASP: Crime Prevention Through Athletics and Sports Programs
Jeff Lee and Joy Hadwiger, Troy University

2:00 -3:15 pm  
13. Panel. Homicide in America: An Update
Chair: Richard Hough
Jay Corzine, University of Central Florida  
Lin Huff-Corzine, University of Central Florida  
Richard Hough, University of West Florida  
Christine Rasche, University of North Florida  
Kimberly Tatum, University of West Florida

2:00 -3:15 pm  
Chair: Ronald Hunter  
Georgia Gwinnett College
The development of non-lethal weaponry in American Policing
William Doerner, Florida State University
The benefits of non-lethal weapon technologies in American Policing
Ronald Hunter, Georgia Gwinnett College
The negative impacts of non-lethal weapons upon American Policing
Jeff Smith, Lawrenceville GA Police Dept.

2:00 -3:15 pm  
15. Roundtable. Pretrial Services
Chair: Elizabeth Dretsch  
Troy University
David Kilcrease, Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office
George Pratt, Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office
Gary Wakefield, Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office
Elizabeth Dretsch, Troy University

3:30-5:45 pm
16. Presidential Plenary/Research Showcase

Presidential Address:
Angela Crews  
Marshall University

Posters:
1. Considering Specialization/Versatility as an Unintended Collateral Consequence of SORN
Wesley Jennings, University of South Florida
Kristen Zgoba, New Mexico Department of Corrections
Chris Donner, University of South Florida
Brandy Henderson, University of South Florida
Richard Tewskbury, University of Louisville

2. Police Homicides in Afghanistan
Tammy Castle, Virginia Commonwealth University

3. An Examination of General Strain Theory as Reflected in the Media
Meagan Pittman, Western Carolina University

4. Under Pressure: Linking Strain and Delinquency
Anthony McCarty, Western Carolina University

5. Criminal Justice and Child Advocacy Studies: A Partnership for Success
Diane Daane, University of South Carolina Upstate

6. How illicit drug and alcohol use shape subjective well being: Differences between Chinese and U.S. Students
Elizabeth Monk-Turner, Old Dominion Univ.
Charlie Turner, Old Dominion University

7. Sentencing in Federal Child Pornography Cases
Paula Da Silva Lannes and Matthew Crow, University of West Florida

8. Exploring the new generation of police officer: The Millennials integration into the police force
Bonnie Prather-Robson, Washburn University
9. A Meta-analysis Examining Effectiveness of Recidivism in Juvenile Justice Rehabilitative Programs in Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas
Ashley Kirby, Washburn University

10. Perception vs. Reality: An examination of the misperceptions concerning the frequency and legality of novel drug use among college students
Amber Sanders, John Stogner, Michael Singleton, & Bryan Lee Miller, Georgia Southern University

11. Synthetic highs: Exploring predictors of novel synthetic drug use in a young adult population
Justin Hoyle, Bryan Lee Miller, & John Stogner, Georgia Southern University

12. “Me and my drank:” Exploring the relationship between exposure to popular music and ‘Purple Drank’ experimentation
Melanie Hart, Laura Agnich, Bryan Lee Miller, & John Stogner
Georgia Southern University

Camie Morris, Carroll University

14. Comparative criminal justice: An examination of Korean police
Candis Watterson, Western Carolina University
Hoon Lee, Western Carolina University

15. Comparative criminal justice: An examination of Korean corrections
Jamal Hyrams, Western Carolina University
Hoon Lee, Western Carolina University

Melissa Lugo, University of South Florida

17. The Command College of South Carolina
Damon Camp, Anderson University

18. Prevalence of Parental Aggression Against Teachers in Kentucky Public Schools
Kristie Blevins, Eastern Kentucky University
David May, Mississippi State University

19. African American Youth and the Criminal Justice System
Tiesha Nelson, South Florida Association of Black Psychologists

7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
* * * end of Wednesday sessions * * *
17. Panel. Law Enforcement Issues

Chair: Arthur Hayden
Kentucky State University

Female Participants Speak about Their Experiences in Drug Court
Michael Fischer, Norfolk State University
Brenda Geiger, Western Galilee College of Bar Ilan University

An Evaluation of the Lexington (Fayette County) Kentucky Juvenile Drug Court Program: Defunding Successful Programs for High-Risk Juvenile Offenders
Arthur Hayden, Kentucky State University

Mississippi Drug Court for Dummies
Derrick Pulliam, Jackson State University

18. Evaluating Effectiveness of Correctional Strategies and Practices

Chair: Meghan Sacks
Fairleigh Dickinson University

Bail and Sentencing: Does Pretrial Detention Lead to Harsher Punishments?
Meghan Sacks, Fairleigh Dickinson University
Alissa Ackerman, Univ. of Washington Tacoma

Origins and Results of a Job Task Analysis for Juvenile Correctional Facility Staff
James Wells, Eastern Kentucky University
Kevin Minor, Eastern Kentucky University

Does race matter? Exploring the impact of being a nonwhite drug offender on pre-dispositional juvenile detention outcomes
Jennifer Higgins, Old Dominion University
Scott Maggard, Old Dominion University
Allison Chappell, Old Dominion University

An Examination of the Predictors of General Recidivism, Violent Recidivism, and Property Recidivism among Juvenile Offenders
Megan Stubbs, Mississippi State University

19. Panel. Ethics, Economics, and Equity of Incarceration as a Crime Control Strategy

Chair: Susan Brinkley
University of Tampa

Ethical Issues Raised in Supermax Prisons
Michael Fischer, Norfolk State University

What Do States With Prison Systems Most Like and Most Unlike European Prison Systems Have in Common?
Susan Brinkley, University of Tampa
Justine Simone, University of Tampa

Robert Cain, Texas Southern University

The Intersections of Race, Gender, Mass Incarcerations and the Prison Industrial Complex: Challenges for African American Families
Dorothy Smith-Ruiz, University of North Carolina Charlotte

20. Panel. The Impact of the Media on Criminal Justice Myths.

Chair: Eric Moore
Appalachian State University

Educators and Liars: The Duality of the Media
Eric Moore, Appalachian State University

Criminal Justice Television Dramas: Myths and Realities of Forensic Investigating
Brian Tate, Georgia College & State University

Crime Facts Presented by Criminal Justice Professionals in Fictional Crime Drama
Nicole Rader, Mississippi State University
Gayle Rhineberger-Dunn, University of Northern Iowa
Lauren Vasquez, Mississippi State University
Thursday, September 27

**Indecent Exposure**
Anita Bledsoe-Gardner, Johnson C. Smith Univ.
Nicole Davis-Bivens, Johnson C. Smith Univ.

9:30-10:45 am

**21. Panel. Gangs and Groups in Prison and the Community**

Chair: Justin Templain
Lamar University

Justin Templain, Lamar University
Eric Bronson, Lamar University

Fox-Hole Christians or Faithful Felons? Staff Perceptions of Prison Ministry
Linda Keena, University of Mississippi
John Wade, Southeast Missouri State Univ.

The Convict Corps
Robert Rogers, Middle Tennessee State Univ.
Glenn Zuern, Albany State University
Robert Grubb, Cumberland University

OMGS: Oh My God They're Violent Criminals
Tom Barker, Eastern Kentucky University

9:30-10:45 am

**23. Roundtable: Roundtable on a Merger Between the American Society of Criminology and the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences**

Moderator: Greg Dunaway
Mississippi State University

Discussants:
Craig Hemmens, Missouri State University-Current ACJS President
Damon Camp, Anderson University
Peter Kraska, Eastern Kentucky University

9:30-10:45 am

**22. Panel. Perceptions and Experiences of Sex Offenders and Sex Offender Policies**

Chair: Alissa Ackerman
University of Washington Tacoma

The Experiences of Registered Sex Offenders with Internet Offender Registries in Three States
Alissa Ackerman, Univ. of Washington Tacoma

Prison Wardens Perceptions of Sex Offenders, Sex Offender Registration, Community Notification, and Residency Restrictions
David Patrick Connor, University of Louisville
George Higgins, University of Louisville
Catherine Marcum, Appalachian State Univ.

In Her Own Words: A Qualitative Examination of Female Sex Offenders
Jennifer Klein, University of Florida

Views on Sex Offender Policies: Is the CATSO Valid for Criminal Justice Professionals
Elizabeth Erhardt Mustaine, University of Central Florida
Richard Tewksbury, University of Louisville

9:30-10:45 am

**24. Roundtable: What to Include in a Reentry Program**

Moderator: Elizabeth Dretsch
Troy University

Discussants:
Annie Smith, Jacksonville, FL Sheriff’s Office
Katherine Branch, Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office
Lenny Wright, Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office

11:00 am - 12:15 pm

**25. Roundtable. SCJA Foundation and Formation- Past Presidents Panel 1- 1972-1999**

Chair: Tammy Castle
Virginia Commonwealth University

Presenters:
Bill Mathias
Gene Stephens, University of South Carolina
Tom Barker, Eastern Kentucky University
Damon Camp, Anderson University
Ken Ayers, Kentucky Wesleyan College
Thursday, September 27

Jeff Rush, Austin Peay State University
Ron Hunter, Georgia Gwinnett College

11:00 am -12:15 pm

26. Panel. Order in the Courts: Research and Evidence in the Court System

Chair: Casey Welch
Flagler College

Negotiating Order in U.S. Criminal Courts
Casey Welch, Glenn Coffey, & John Fuller, Flagler College

Does Evidence Type Impact Criminal Justice System Throughput?: An Analysis of Case Processing in Five U.S. Jurisdictions
Shila Hawk-Tourtelot, Georgia State University
Dean Dabney, Georgia State University

The Use of Social Science Research in U. S. Supreme Court Decisions: 1991-2007
Katherine Bennett and Taylor Brickley, Armstrong Atlantic State University

11:00 am -12:15 pm

27. Panel. The Future of Capital Punishment in the United States

Chair: Robert Bohm
University of Central Florida

Panelists:
Gavin Lee, University of Arkansas Little Rock
Margaret Vandiver, University of Memphis
Gennaro Vito, University of Louisville
Timothy Colyer, University of Central Florida

11:00 am -12:15 pm

28. Roundtable: Mental Illness and Corrections

Moderator: Elizabeth Dretsch
Troy University

Panelists:
Tara Wildes, Jacksonville FL Sheriff's Office
Donald Cabana, Former Warden of Several Supermax Prison Facilities
Stacey Smiley, Duval County Mental Health Court
Paul Zetterower, Jacksonville, FL Pretrial Detention Services

12:30 -1:45 pm

29. Panel. Legal and Education Issues in Human Rights

Chair: Matthew Pate
State University of Albany, New York

Understanding the relationship between state failure and human rights abuse
Matthew Pate, SUNY Albany, New York

The Impact of the Human Rights Philosophy on Criminal Justice
Joseph Sanborn, University of Central Florida

Citizen perceptions of police use of force: An application of Black's theory of law
Hoon Lee, Western Carolina University
Lisa Oliver, Western Carolina University

12:30-1:45 pm

30. Panel. Fighting Crime in the Seas, Rivers, and Lakes

Chair: Wendell Wallace
Northumbria University

Maritime (In)Security in Trinidad and Tobago
Wendell Wallace, Northumbria University

Examining the use of ECD by Waterborne officers
Steven Hougland, Southwest Georgia Technical College
Mike Miller, South College

Keeping it between the buoys: Assessing self-reported boating under the influence (BUI) in a young adult population
John Stogner and Bryan Lee Miller, Georgia Southern University
Thursday, September 27

12:30 -1:45 pm

31. Panel. The Impact of Budgets, the Business Model, and Intelligence on Decision-Making among Police Managers

Chair: Leslie Taylor
Broward Sheriff's Office

Public Budgeting and the Cost of Crime: State and Local Government Financial Crisis and its Impact on Public Safety Agencies
Leslie Taylor, Broward Sheriff's Office
John Carroll, Barry University
Edward Werder, Werder and Associates, Inc.

Winning and Police Management: The Views of Police Managers on the Business Model
George Richards, Edinboro University
Gennaro Vito, University of Louisville
William Walsh, University of Louisville

Policing in an Information Age: The Prevalence of State and Local Law Enforcement Agencies Utilizing the Internet to Build a More Transparent Relationship with the Public
Michelle Kilburn and Laura Kreiger,
Southeast Missouri State University

Intelligence-Led Policing in a Rural County
Adam Bossler, Georgia Southern University
Catherine Marcum, Appalachian State Univ.
Michele Covington, University of North Florida

12:30-1:45 pm

32. Panel. Terrorism

Chair: Carter Smith
Austin Peay State University

Domestic Terrorism in the “Next Eleven”
Carter Smith, Austin Peay State University

An Examination of Terrorist Activity and Counterterrorism Efforts in Northeastern India
Dhruba Bora and Kimberly Detardo-Bora, Marshall University

Religious Terrorism: An Understanding of Motivations, Reasoning, and Justifications
Britney Dobson, University of West Georgia

12 Steps to Terrorist Identification
Carter Smith, Austin Peay State University

2:00 – 6:00 pm

Visit to Jacksonville Florida Community Corrections Center

2:00-3:15 pm

33. Roundtable. SCJA at the Turn of the Century- Past Presidents Panel 2- 2000-2005

Chair: Tammy Castle
Virginia Commonwealth University

Presenters:
Elizabeth Grossi, University of Louisville
Joseph Sanborn, University of Central Florida
Richard Tewksbury, University of Louisville
Matthew Robinson, Appalachian State Univ.
Gordon Crews, Marshall University

2:00-3:15 pm

34. Panel. Crime Prevention Strategies on University Campuses

Chair: Lana McDowell
Georgia College & State University

Creating Peaceful University Residential Experiences (P.U.R.E): A Collaboration of University Housing Personnel and Campus Restorativists
Lana McDowell, Kevin Derajtys and Amber Williams, Georgia College & State University

Prevalence and Types of Criminal Infraction Screening Among U.S. Public Colleges and Universities
Doug Kuck, University of South Carolina-Aiken

Restorative Student Circles: An Alternative to Traditional Student Judicial Board Practices
Kevin Derajtys, Georgia College & State Univ.

2:00-3:15 pm

35. Panel. International Crime Issues

Chair: Brenda Geiger
Western Galilee College of Bar Ilan Univ
Thursday, September 27

*Immigrants from Ethiopia Explain the Increase of Battering in their Community*

Brenda Geiger, Western Galilee College of Bar Ilan University
Michael Fischer, Norfolk State University

*New Mexico: Investigating Pearson Correlation Coefficient Outcomes Concerning U.S. Border Crossing Data Versus US Reported Cybercrime Incidents During 2001-2011*

D. Adrian Ross, University of West Alabama
David McElreath, University of Mississippi
Balakrishna Gokaraju, University of West Alabama
Russ Henley, University of West Alabama
Ursula Lande, Georgia Military College

*Exploring gender-based disparities in the legal protection of citizens in failing and fragile states*

Laurie Gould, Georgia Southern University

*Transnational Crime: An Examination of the Proliferation of Economic Trade-Based Threat Finance and Commodity Diversion Schemes*

Rande Matteson, Saint Leo University

2:00-3:15 pm


Chair: Taylor Brickley
Armstrong Atlantic State University

*Snitches Get Stitches: Toward an Understanding of Why Public Housing Residents are Reluctant to Mobilize Law Enforcement*

Taylor Brickley, Armstrong Atlantic State University

*What Were the Causes of the 1979 New Orleans Police Strike?*

Michael Wigginton, Stephen Mallory, and Carl Jensen, University of Mississippi

*International Students’ Perceptions of a Shelter-in-Place Experience*

Thomas Johnson, Western Carolina University

3:30 - 4:45 pm

37. Panel: Stand Your Ground, Burn Your Flag, and Use Your Phone: Legal Issues and Controversies in the 2012

Chair: Harrison Watts
Washburn University

*Exploring enforcement problems with the Texas flag burning statute*

Harrison Watts, Washburn University
Mike Manske, Washburn University
Gretchen Hackard Choe, University of North Texas, Dallas

*Cellphone Tracking: An Examination of the Legal and Constitutional Issues Regarding Privacy Rights*

Lance Selva and William Shulman, Middle Tennessee State University

*Tombstone, Florida Revisited: Analysis of the 2005 Stand Your Ground Rule in the Wake of the Trayvon Martin Case*

Richard Parker, University of North Florida
G.S. Coffey, GSC Legal and Strategic Consultants

3:15 - 4:45 pm

38. Panel. Sexual Violence on University Campuses

Chair: Sarah Napper
University of West Georgia

*Sexual Victimization of GLBT Students on College Campuses*

Sarah Napper, University of West Georgia
Todd Matthews, University of Maryland-Eastern Shore
Lee Michael Johnson, Univ. of West Georgia

*An exploratory study of college student willingness to engage in prevention and intervention behaviors regarding dating violence*

Katherine Branch, University of Tampa
Elizabeth Dretsch, Troy University

*Campus Behavior Survey: A Preliminary Analysis*

Danielle Tolson, University of Florida
Thursday, September 27

College Students’ Barriers to Reporting Sexual Assault
Alicia Cambron, University of Mississippi

3:15 - 4:45 pm
39. Panel. The Impact of Ink and Color on Arrests

Chair: Kortney Shumann
Western Carolina University

The determinants of police traffic stop outcomes: An examination of neighborhood and organizational context
Kortney Shumann, Tom Johnson, and Hoon Lee, Western Carolina University

To Be or Not to Be… Inked: Examining the arrest, charge, and bond patterns for arrestees with tattoos
Joy Camacho, University of South Florida

Racial Profiling and Law Enforcement
Ulysses Weakley, Strayer University

Teaching about race and crime: Common Assumptions
Sara Buck-Doude, Georgia State University

3:15 - 4:45 pm
40. Panel. Using College Mentors to Deter Delinquent Behavior for At-Risk Juveniles

Chair: Paul Lindenmuth
Kings College

Participants:
Paul Lindenmuth, Kings College
Jean O’Brien, Kings College
Louis Palmari, King’s College

7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Participants’ Reception

* * * end of Thursday sessions * * *
Friday, September 28

8:00 – 9:15 am

41. Panel. The Impact of Gender on Crime and Criminal Justice

Chair: Kristin Swartz
University of Louisville

School Subculture: Gender and Developmental Effects Considered
Kristin Swartz, University of Louisville
Pamela Wilcox, University of Cincinnati

Neutralizing Sexual Assault Victimization: Cognitive Distortions among Victims, Offenders and the Criminal Justice System
Ursula Lande, Georgia Military College

Lords of Discipline: Male Criminal Justice
Student Attitudes Towards Domestic Violence at a Southern Military College
Ashley Wellman, Catherine Burton, and Martin Butler, The Citadel

8:00 – 9:15 am

42. Panel. Drug Use and Control: Causes, Consequences, and Control of Meth and Marijuana Use

Chair: John Boman
Georgia Southern University

Assessing the Impact of Divergent Drinking Patterns on Perceptions of Friendship Quality
John Boman, John Stogner, & Bryan Lee Miller, Georgia Southern University

Understanding the Identities, Boundaries, and Accounts of Women Methamphetamine Users
Jessica Deitser, Pennsylvania State University
Lindsey Leban, Florida Gulf Coast University
Kent Kerley and Heith Copes, University of Alabama Birmingham

Using a Group Based Trajectory Approach to Assess Risk and Protection Among Marijuana Users
John Eassey, University of Florida

Examining Differences between African American and White Women Methamphetamine Users
Christine Agnone, Georgia State University
Leah Taylor, Mars Hill College
Heith Copes, Univ. of Alabama Birmingham

9:30-10:45 am

43. Panel. Challenging Assumptions and Changing Methods of Delivering Criminal Justice Education

Chair: Kathrine Johnson
University of West Florida

Using a directed study approach to create student designed projects
Kathrine Johnson, University of West Florida
Eric Esmond, University of West Florida

Project Safe Neighborhoods and Criminal Justice Research Methods Courses
Eric Bronson, Lamar University

Can Grading Be a Thing of the Past?
V. Lynn Tankersley, Mercer University

Teaching an Inclusive Methods Course: Issues and Trends
Peter Kraska, Eastern Kentucky University

9:30-10:45 am

44. Panel. Mental and Physical Health Issues in Corrections

Chair: Lisa Carter
Florida Southern College

Examining Regional Differences in States’ Approaches to the Treatment of Offenders with Mental Illness
Kristie Blevins and Irina Soderstrom, Eastern Kentucky University

Examining the Physical and Mental Health Needs of Female Ex-offenders Returning to Society
Lisa Carter and Risdon Slate, Florida Southern College

Examining Differences between Men and Women with Mental Illness in a Correctional Setting
Lisa Carter, Florida Southern College
Preparing the Path for Community Reentry: Facilitating Healthy Bonds between Incarcerated Fathers and their Children
Lindsey Vigesaa, Nova Southeastern University

Modifiable Lifestyle Risk Factors and Incidence of Diabetes and Hypertension in Prison Inmates
Kimberly Reich and Heather Ahn-Redding, High Point University

9:30 - 10:45 am
45. Panel. Impressions of the Courtroom Work Group
Chair: Kelly Vannan
University of North Florida

A Jury of Your Peers: The Variables Associated with Success in Teen Court
Kelly Vannan and Brenda Vose, University of North Florida

The Constitutional Legitimacy of Victim Impact Statements: An Examination of Legal and Extralegal Factors on Offender Sentencing Outcomes
Alicia Sitren, University of North Florida

Prosecutor Role Perspectives: A Theoretical Approach to Understanding the Differences between Individual Prosecutors and Decision-Making
Scott Ingram, High Point University

CSI Columbia: Testing the Concept of the CSI Effect in Latin America
Anthony LaRose, Sean Maddan, Danny Santamaria, & Melissa Millan, Tampa University

2:00 - 3:15 pm
Chair: Tammy Castle
Virginia Commonwealth University

Panelists:
Peter Wood, Eastern Michigan University
Brandon Applegate, Univ. of South Carolina
Alexis Miller, Northern Kentucky University
Elizabeth Erhardt Mustaine, University of Central Florida
Brian Payne, Georgia State University

2:00-3:15 pm
49. Panel. Predicting Delinquency: Theoretical Perspectives
Chair: Glenn Ishoy
Georgia State University

Glenn Ishoy, Georgia State University
Friday, September 28

**Predictive Factors of Long-Term Violent Offending in a Sample of Youth**
Stephanie Cardwell, University of Alabama at Birmingham

*The moderating and mediating nature of friendship quality on similar delinquency patterns between friends*
Bryan Lee Miller, Georgia Southern University
John Boman, University of Florida
John Stogner, Georgia Southern University

*Examining Some of the Relationships of Biological Predispositions to Offender Behavior*
Ron Mellen and Nancy Mellen, Jacksonville State University

**2:00 - 3:15 pm**  
**50. Panel. The Impact of Social Class and Strain on Criminal Offending**

*Attributions about the causes of poverty: Do attitudes change as a result of knowledge*
Carol Veneziano, Southeast Missouri State University

*General Strain Theory and Bullies: Both Victims and Offenders*
Samantha Brothers, Albert Kopak, and Stephen Brown, Western Carolina University

*The Myth of Social Class Resurrected: A Re-analysis of the Relationship between Social Class and Adult Crime*
Timothy McClure, Murray State University
Christopher Purser, Univ. of North Alabama
Greg Dunaway, Mississippi State University

**2:00 - 3:15 pm**  
**51. Roundtable. Nontraditional Learning in Criminal Justice**

*Continuing Education and the Criminal Justice Discipline*
Reid Toth, University of South Carolina Upstate

**3:30 - 4:45 pm**  
**MANGROVE**

**52. Panel. The Intersection of the Military and Criminal Justice: What Can We Do to Help?**

*Backlash from Targeted Killing Campaigns of High Level al Qaeda leadership*
Daniel Hepworth, Murray State University

*Why Do They Use? A Case Study Examination of Substance Using Veterans in Veterans Treatment Court*
Julie Baldwin, University of Florida

*CIT and COP: The Tale of Two Initiatives with Similar Goals Addressing the Needs of Military Veterans*
K.B. Turner, University of Memphis

*Veterans in Criminal Justice: Issues for Managers*
Richard Kania, Jacksonville State University

**3:30 - 4:45 pm**  
**53. Panel. Causes, Consequences, and Controls of Violent Crime**

*Impacts of Concealed Carry Licenses on Crime: A New Decade and Approach*
Jeremy Carter and Michael Binder, University of North Florida

*Spatial Patterns of Robbery at Tourism Sites: A Case Study of the Vieux Carré in New Orleans*
Dee Wood Harper & David Khey, Loyola University of New Orleans
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:30 - 4:45 pm</td>
<td><strong>54. Panel. Organized and International Crime and Criminals</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Peter Fenton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kennesaw State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>The People vs. the Mafia: The Addiopizzo Movement in Sicily</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peter Fenton, Kennesaw State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Discovering the Academic Canon of Organized Crime</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J. Michael Botts, Arkansas State University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes:

- **Friday sessions**

5:00-6:00 pm

- **Reception**

Location TBD
9:30-10:45 am
56. Panel. Issues, Ideas, and Innovation in a Criminal Justice Curriculum
Chair: Martin Greenberg
Miles College

The Value of Criminal Justician Certification as a Means for Advancing the Professionalization of Criminal Justice
Martin Greenberg, Harriet Fagan, & Alan Tharpe, Miles College

Incorporating Human Rights Issues into a Criminal Justice Curriculum
Susan Brinkley, University of Tampa

Forget Internships, Bring Employers and Their Work to the Classroom
Carter Smith, Austin Peay State University

Forensic Camp: A Hands On Possibility to Educate or Entice High School Students to the Discipline
Vicki Lindsay and Elizabeth Dretsch, Troy University

9:30 - 10:45 am
57. Panel. What Works in Drug Court? - Part II
Chair: Michael Fischer
Norfolk State University

What Works in Drug Court?
Michael Fischer, Norfolk State University
Brenda Geiger, Western Galilee College of Bar Ilan University

Marketing A Juvenile Drug Court: Strategies for Successful Sustainability Via Community Sensitivity
Dorinda Dowis and Kimberly Gill, Columbus State University

The Need for Parenting and Trauma Care Services for Drug Court Participants and their Children
Erin Marsh and Wendy Guastaferro, Georgia State University

9:30 - 10:45 am
Chair: Arthur Jones
Keiser University

Presenters:
Arthur Jones, Keiser University
Jenerline Moore, Keiser University
Sheri Smith, Keiser University

11:00 am - 12:15 pm
58. Panel. Pleas and Defense Strategies: Causes and Consequences
Chair: Bertus Ferreira
Murray State University

Insanity – An Insane Defense Strategy, or are Many Criminals Really Crazy?
Bertus Ferreira, Murray State University

Alford Plea and Justice for Three
Mary Rachel Carver and Margaret Vandiver, University of Memphis

11:00 am - 12:15 pm
Chair: Lyndsay Boggess

Reexamining Broken Windows in a different place and time: A study of the reciprocal and spatial relationships between disorder and crime
Lyndsay Boggess and Jon Maskaly, University of South Florida

Saving Children from Ourselves: Oppression, Delinquency, and Responsibility
John Hewitt, Grand Valley State University
Robert Regoli, University of Colorado
The Effects of Economic, Social, and Human Capital on Corporal Punishment Use in Kentucky Schools
Timothy McClure, Murray State University
David May, Mississippi State University

11:00 am - 12:15 pm

60. Panel. Factors that Reduce Recidivism in Jails and Prisons

Chair: Anthony Vito
University of Louisville

The Re-Entry Performance of Drug Offender Released from Kentucky Prisons, July 2002 through December 2004
Anthony Vito, University of Louisville

The Jail Has Gone to the Dogs
Jeff Smith, Lawrenceville Police Department

Relationships with Family and Their Impact on The Punitiveness of the Prison Experience: A Somewhat Surprising Analysis
George Sparks, Eastern Kentucky University
David May, Mississippi State University
Peter Wood, Eastern Michigan University